**Grade Replacement 2020 Scenarios:**

Based on a very simplistic model of a student who had either an F or a D in a prior term for a 3 SCH course, these are the GPA impacts for the student if they accept a C or better versus electing a grade of CR in Spring 2020:

1. **It is to the student’s benefit to accept the A, B, or C grade for the grade-replacement course if the grade that the student earned during the prior attempt in the course was a D.** Choosing to take a CR would actually lower the student’s GPA relative to the impact a new grade could have with a grade replacement.

2. **If the grade that the student earned during the prior attempt to take the course was an F, and:**
   - a. The student made an A or B in the grade-replacement course, it is to their benefit to accept the A or B.
   - b. The student made a C in the grade-replacement course, it is of neither benefit or harm, *based on GPA only*, for the student to accept either the C or CR.

Here is an example scenario to help illustrate this guidance:

**Student: Raider Rederson**

- Student GPA hours: 36
- Student GPA points: 64
- Student GPA: 1.77

**If student takes the CR on a 3 SCH class in which he formerly received a D:**

- Student GPA hours: 33
- Student GPA points: 61
- Student GPA: 1.85

**If student makes a A on a 3 SCH class in which he formerly received a D:**

- Student GPA hours: 36
- Student GPA points: 73
- Student GPA: 2.03

**If student makes a B on a 3 SCH class in which he formerly received a D:**

- Student GPA hours: 36
- Student GPA points: 70
- Student GPA: 1.94

**If student makes a C on a 3 SCH class in which he formerly received a D:**

- Student GPA hours: 36
Student GPA points:  67
Student GPA:  1.86

If student takes the CR on a 3 SCH class in which he formerly received an F:
Student GPA hours:  33
Student GPA points:  64
Student GPA:  1.94

If student makes a A on a 3 SCH class in which he formerly received an F:
Student GPA hours:  36
Student GPA points:  76
Student GPA:  2.11

If student makes a B on a 3 SCH class in which he formerly received an F:
Student GPA hours:  36
Student GPA points:  73
Student GPA:  2.03

If student makes a C on a 3 SCH class in which he formerly received an F:
Student GPA hours:  36
Student GPA points:  70
Student GPA:  1.94